DDMS. P.OBUL REDDY
PUBLIC SCHOOL

HEALTH AND WELLNESS CLUB
CLASS: I, II & III
“The higher your energy level the more efficient your
body. The more efficient your body, the better you
feel and the more you will use your talent to produce
outstanding results.”
Keeping this in mind, here in primary class [I, II & III]
of PORPS we inculcated awareness and knowledge of
“HEALTH AND WELNESS” through different
strategies.
Class –I: MRS.K.P Sony
Class –II: Ms.G.Vasavi Goud. Ms. Gunjan Kaur
Class –III: Mrs. J V Vijayalakshmi

Activities of class - I
In the month of JUNE AND JULY students learnt about nutrition, balanced diet, meals of
the day, stories and songs based on cleanliness.
AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER was the month for learning meditation techniques for
improving their memories with different activities.
Rising early, sleeping early, exercises and healthy eating habits is not the only way to
remain healthy. There are other rules also which students must follow to maintain
good health and that is HEALTHY THINKING which was also taught in this month.
“THROUGH THIS HEALTH AND WELLNESS CLUB STUDENTS LEARN WITH LOT OF
FUN “AND OUR LEARNING GOES ON . . .

We, class 2 highlighted the importance of being healthy
through various activities like drawing and pasting different
kinds of fruits and vegetables, asking them to bring fruit
for snacks. They brought different kinds of fruits and
shared among them with great enthusiasm. Students learnt
that they are protective food as they protect us from
diseases.

All the students understood the value of YOGA AND
SURYA NAMASKARAS by making them perform in the
ground. They enjoyed doing it.

The club continued with some exercises.
Students also understood the value of YOGA
AND MEDITATION with proper breathing
exercises. They learnt by doing various asanas
during the club.

Children gained knowledge
about the nutritious value
of various food items by
making FOOD PYRAMID.
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Learning Yoga

June: - Introduction to Health and wellness and orientation.
July: - Emphasis on balanced diet through poster making of Food Pyramid.
Pep talk on healthy thinking and meditation.
Modules related to balanced diet were shown through Smart Board.

Drawing food
Pyramid

August: - Warm-up and simple yoga exercise were taught to students.
Motivation talks on self esteem. Recipe of sprout salad and vegetable idly.
September: - Yoga and breathing exercises for improving memory and
concentration were introduced.
Looking forward with lots of activities for the children in the second term.

